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Abstract 

High-priority paralysis is the degradation that can occur in mul ti-

programming systerr.s when scheduling is based primarily on preassigned 

priorities. It can b!,! alleViated by modifying the scheduling algo-

1'i thm to maximize the nu.ruber of programs active at ene time. The case 

history given here indicates triO general methods by which simLlltaneity 

can te increased. Possible refinements in the schedulir..g algor:. 'chm 

for fiture l:nproveill::nts are consider·:;d briefly. 

'!"n.e '';.;)1:':': de3crioed in thi3 note W9.S sL1?ported by the United States Atql:"ic 
Ene:,"z~t ·C-Jm.rn13si'Jn. 
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Introduction. Since ,this is a case history, much of the discussion must 

be couched in terms peculiar to the particular computer and operating 

system invOlved. Nevertheless, the problem is, potentially at least, ~ 

general one, and the. steps taken to solve it, and the philosophy underlying 

them, have general validity. 

The body of the note consists of four sections: the patient, the sym~-

~, the treatment, and evaluation. The first section presents a sketch 

of the affected system in enough detail to provide an adequate b~ckground 

for the next two sections, which describe the s~nptoms and the treatment 

for this particular case of high-priority paralysis. The fourth section 

offers some evidence of the success of the treatment to date, points out 

its limitations, and indicates some possible extensions. 

The patient: a brief description of ~he afflicted system. The system under 

consideration was the Chippewa Operating System on the Control rata 6600 

computer. The 6600 is an eleven-computer complex, consisting of a very 

* large, very fast central computer plus ten small, moderately fast peri-

pt.~ra1 computers. The central computer has no I/O co~ands and has no 

direct commwlication with any I/O channel or deVice; the peripheral compu

ters (PPUs), on the other hand, all have access to all r/o channels and 

devices and also have (read and write) access to the memory of the central 

computer. 

Under the Chippewa system (1,2] one PPU is given the task of driving 
• r 

the operator's connole, another is given control of the system via the 

chief eXecutive pr.:>gram (the monitor), and the remaining eight PPUs, 

cB.lled "peol PPUs." are available fer assi.emnent a s needed. 'l'he cer.tral 

COL'l})uter and all of the pool PPUsfu!1ction as slaVeS to tl:.e mer,i tor. 

~t[';ugh some 660Gs have bee:l deJ.ivered ' ..... ith only 32K of ceD~ral :n2:7!.Ory, 
the !.:-.s:-.R.!Jat.i.:)n .:lescri1::'2d her-: had 131K. 

... 
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Communication between the monitor andthe'pool. PFUs'is accomplished through 

PPU connnWllcati'on areas' in the memory of the central computer. Other cen-

tral. memory connnwli ca t ion areas, called "control points t" are used by the 

monitor to goverri the,allocation of system re~ources'(central memory, the 

" . central. processor, I/O devices, etc.) to active programs. 

f 

"~ 
, , 

. ..... 

Only one program can be assigned to a control point at,a time, and a 

program cannot be I'acti ve n in any sen se, or m·TU, lease, or OCCUPy any of 

central memory, unless it is aSSigned to a control point. ,The control 

pOint,also provides space for storing the contents of the operating regis-, 

ters when the central. process,or is assigned to a program at a different 

control point. 

There are seven of these control pOints available; in practice, two 

are normally used for system input and output (the formation of the job 

input queue and the printing of ~obs in the output queue). (The t~.,o 

system I/O routines use central memory space for buffers but never require 

'the central processor.) The other control ;points are handled in a straight-' 

forward multiprogramming fashion with a simple-minded scheduling algorithm: 

first come, first served, with conflicts resolved on the basis of a priority 

pr~::;;.~d·e'"r:!...! by the programmer. In particul.ar, when a control ;point be-

comes free, it is given to the highest-priority Job in the input queuej 

, similarly J the central processor Is assigned to the highest-priority Job 

,which r<::ql.1est,s it, and is released ouly upon initiation of an I/O r~ClUest 

or the derr~and of a program with' hl2;he~ priority. 

'!he sYI~?t?m~. The symptoms 1y which the hig!l-priori ty pe.ralysis ,vEts r€'cog-

llizedare as strai.ghtfor\.Vard as the system itself: 

(1) 'l'he occup::'.tion ~f one ~r :l!,.:;re contr.)l points ty hign-~!'i~rity 

. '':'" ~ 

. ,',' 

.. ,'. 

'. , 
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jobs requiring more central memory than was currently available. The 

high-priority jobs were unable to execute because they could get no 

core, and' the smaller, low-pr:l,ority jobs in the input queue were 

unable to execute because they could not reach a control point. 

(2) The hogging of the central processor by a high-priority, compute

bound program when other control points contain other, more r/o-

limited, programs \raiting to execute. 

The result of either of these occurrences was paralysis of one or more 

control points, at times reducing Chippewa from a four- or five -,,,ay multi-

programming system to a sausage-style system with spooling. 

The treatment: its philosophy and implementation. The principle behind 

the tree tment adopted 'fas: r·aximize the number of programs which are truly 

'active at the same time. ("Tr;uyactive" means that the business of the 

program is being advanced in some manner: programs waiting for storage or 

for the central processor are not "truly active"; programs waiting for the 

completion of some I/O operation are.) 

The most obvious implementation of this principle, at least with res-

pect to the first of the two forms of paralysis mentioned above, is to 

increase the number of control points. Unfortunately, the number seven, 

in the form of three-bit fields and D!8sks, is so deeply imbedded in the 

system that this course was deemed :inf'easible. The alternative selected 

is to give a lo\-rer priorty job prece.dence if it will fit into available 

central wemory. Thus a free centrol pc,irit is aSSigned tile highest :pl'ic'ri ty 

will fit, th'2 control p,.)int reu:aLns IdJe. '1'his has the disadvar.tt'.e;e 'Jf 
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: imposing overnight_turnaround on very large Jobs, but, Since most such Jobs 

~re prod~ction'rI1nS, ,such turnaround is acceptable. Other relief, in the' 

form of a priority ~ncrementer and an operator-assignable, "must-:load" pri-

ority, has been provided for the exceptional cases. 

To'attack the second fOl~ of the paralysis it is necessary to maxi~ 

mize the number of jobs which are dOing r/o simUltaneously. rn general, 

this could best be accomplished by assigning the central processor to that 

' •. Job which would relinquish it soonest (after initiating an r/o request), 

if there-were some way to decide which Job that was. A brief attempt 

was made to have the operators assess the situation and manipulate priori- .,' 

. ' 
''::,' 

-,' " 

. ,', ": 

ties, but ,their success was haphazard, and their response to other den-.a.nds 

seriously impaired. As a result, an 'automatiC, dynamic priority e,ssignment " " 

" routine, which periodically recalculates the priority of each executing job. 

,asa function of the ratio of compute ( central processor) time to I/O 

(peripheral processor) time charged' to the job" was -incorporated into the 

program driving the operator's console. (These times are rr.a.intained to 

near-millisecond accuracy in the control point corJIllwlica tion a~eas by the", 

monit~r as a matter of course.) Since peripheral processor time is roughly 

,proportional to r/o t:f.me, this procedure tends to aSSign the highest 

,priority -- and hence, when requested, the central processor -- to the 

most highly r/O-bound job. 

~~valuation: there always is a bottleneck. Rigorous evaluation of the 

-effects of the system. changes described above is difficult to achieve, 

,;,. 

, " 

" ' 

for the _ development of adequa tc eval'.lat1.oIl tec(,niques cal:1e after tr:e 1nstal-

la tiOll of the changE:s. Thus 1 thoue;h 'tie can d.escribe tile current st::~t~ of 

ef fatrs ·,d th SOr:lee.Ccuracy, our estimate of the or!.sinnJ. state is necessa.:t'i.J.y 

" " 
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approximate •. Even rough estimates can be of so~e 'value, however: they 

cnn be found in Table 1. The figures given apply to daytime periods 

when the system'tends to be saturated with short runs. At night, "Then 

large, long production jobs predominate, the ranges would be uniforrr~y 

narro,-rer, and show an increase in central processor acti vi ty and a de-

crease in all other categories. Figures for the original system ",ere 

obtained by observation with watch in hand and by examining the dayfile, 

a time-sequenced listing of significant events for ell jobs passed through. 

the system.; figures for the modified system were obtained from dayfile 

examination and some PPU-resident monitoring routines described elsewhere 

Origip~l System Modified System 

[~'~~e_·~_~-_r~~.,!_~-_il_;_Z~_·~-;~~ ---------'.---~ .~~=--·~--7-~-~75~%----·~-·1-· _-·~~_--_--9~-_· -_·-_-_·_--··'1 

f_~~~~~~_~~i~~~~:~~x:_a~~.i~~~~ ___ . _ ._ .... ~ ..... ___ .. __ .. _ .. _ .. _ ........... _ .... 4 .. _ .... ---1 
~_~!? Channels(2)activ~ ______ . __ ._._ .. _~~._.' -1_. ~.3 I 
i CPU utilization . 50% , 68% I ,...-._-_ ... _ .. _----_._--------- ------_ .. _-----_.!._------_. __ ._. __ .I 
I JObs(l)/hour throueh system I 30 I 60 ! 
L..-_. _____ • _________ ._ .. ___ . ______ ... _. ________ ., ___ . __ . ___ .__ ._..i 

TABLE 1 (all numbers are mean values) 

(l) Excluding the system I/O Jobs 

(2) Excluding the channel dedicated to the operator's console 

It is clear that the modified system gets more out of the compute!" 

than tC.e origir~l system, but it also a:ppears tha.t we haVe traded or.e 
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approaches see~ feasible: 
" . . 

'(I) Modify the ,schedUling algorithm topx:ovid~ a .more compatible set 

of active j,!bs; 

(2) , Modify the dynamic priority-assignment routine to provide more 

accurate prediction; 
. " "., ." 

" 

.,". 
,: ." 

( 3),' Reduce, or in Borne ",ray utilize, the control point idle time ......... 

caused by operator delays. 

The first method is the most attractive, but the most ·difficult to 

achieve. Pasta ttempts (r 4], for instance) have been most concerned with' 

total ut:Uiza'tion of only core and centrai processor tinie. In the present'· 

case we also need a neat dovetailing of I/O requirements, which in turn ' 

".requires accurate knowledge of the personality of the job. Pen~y [5] has '.' 

pointed out the difficulty of obtaining such ir.ti'orrnation in an open-shop, 

scientific computing environment, but there are periods, even in open-shop' 

installations, when nproduction" jobs predominate. 'The characteristics 

.~f such jobs can be determined and used to modify the scheduling algc·.!'i

'thm. The Brookhaven National Laboratory has taken some tentative steps 

in this direction in an effort to relieve disk :congestion [6]. 

The second method (improving the pred.ictive ability of the priority 

·~ss igner) offers a little more promise, primarily because the present 

aleori thm is based on the history of the whole Job, instead of only -its 

recent histor--y. lIany jobs, for instance,observe the pattern of heav-.r 

I/0 at the beginnIng, follorred by a more or less compute-bound period) 

and €!1d -..rith a burst of output. Such Jobs acquire,a high ,?riority d'uX'ing 

the in1t Lal irlput :9:.ase) then loc(~ .Jut other, currently !!:J!'e r/ O-'avu~d) 

j0bs ""!lile the 1ni tial effect ·..rea:,:'s :)ff, and fin3.11:v, are t:-,2!:lsd'res 

locko:::d ~ut ·,rbent!'J1n:~ to c,utput tlE:i:' r~sults. 'By c.Jl~$ld;::ri!:g only 

'., 

". 
" 
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·recent history, the priority assIgner will more nearly reflect the current 

character of each job~ 

The major cause of operator delays in the Chippewa system is the 
./ 

assignment of tape drives to active'i;>rograms. On some systems (the Atlas 

system, for instance [7]), great pains are taken to assign tapes before 

granting access to central memory and the central processor. In Chippewa, 

tepes must be assigned through the control point, just like any other system 

resource, and the control point ren~ins idle from the time the request is 

posted until the operator completes the assignment. There are t\VO prac-

tical approaches to the problem: to emulate the Atlas system and pre-

assign all tapes, or to roll out the job during the delay, so that its 

core may be freed for a more productive program. ~ne course adopted by 

a given installation depends upon the local job mix, of course: an instal-

lation ~Thich averages one tape per job, thirty jobs in the input queue, 

and six tape drives, for instance, is unlikely to gain much from the Atlas 

method. This choice (between' preassig:lme:-,t. and roll-out) should be 

carefully conSidered, for reduction of d.ead time is the most promising of 

the tt~ee pOSsibilities for immediate system improvement. 

90nclusions. The treatment described here was based on the principle that 

the object of the sche~u1ing algorithm(s) for multiprogramming systems 

should be to D~ximize the number of simultaneous processes. Inapplying 

it to the Chippewa system, a 33~~ increase (from 1.5 to 1.98) in simul-

taneous process8s achieved a doubling of throughput. 'I'he particlllar steps 

by wrlic~l these: results 'tlere obtained (increar;:i.ng the rilX:iberof jo'bs in 

core) and dynamically assi.gn.!.ng pri.ori ties on tee tasis of r/O-bounded-
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'their efficacy1s nb:tlimi ted to the Chippewa Syste~: Penny [5) has 

shown ,them effective for any multiprogramming system l-rith one level of 

storage. 
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